PRO/AM RESIDENTIAL BASKETBALL SYSTEM
Parts List:
A 1- 4" Sq. x 14' Pole
B 1- Extension Arm
C 1- Pressure Flex Jr. Goal
D. 1- Acrylic Backboard
E. 2- Support Braces

Tools Needed:
9/16" Socket Wrench
Shovel
Level
Ladder(s)
9/16" socket
socket wrench
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1. Set pole to depth shown on the illustration. With concrete one
foot below the pole. Concrete installation may vary upon soil
condition.
2. Assemble goal and backboard to the extension arm, using the
hardware that is included. After Pole has been set and properly
mounted, mount complete assembly (goal, backboard, and
extension) to upright pole with the included hardware. Finger
tighten only.
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3. Mount upper end of support braces and Adjust the length of the
lower end of support brace. Finger tighten only.
4. Lift entire assembly (goal, backboard, extension arm and support
braces) to desired height and tighten bolts securely. Square-up
backboard and goal and tighten all nuts and bolts securely.
(Official height is 10' from top of goal to playing surface).
5. The Height of the goal may be adjusted at a later time to the
desired height by loosening bolts and moving the assembly
and then re-tightening the bolts.
6. All parts of this pole are finished to withstand the elements. The
weld area may require touch up with paint after a period of time.
The entire unit may be painted if desired.
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! SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS !
Failure to follow these instructions may result in injury or property damage.Owner must ensure that all players know and follow these rules for safe
operation of this system.
■ This system is intended for home use only and is not intended for use on school or public playgrounds
■ The longivity of your Basketball system depends on many conditions such as: the location, the climate, and any exposure to corrosives.
■ DO NOT HANG on the rim or any part of the system.
■ Do not climb, slide, shake or play on pole.
■ Do not allow children to move or adjust system. Adult supervision is recommended.
■ Serious injury could occur during play activity if teeth/face come in contact with backboard, net, or rim.
■ During play, do not wear any jewelery or objects that may get caught in the net.
■ If technical assistance is required please contact Douglas Industries.
Manufactured by Douglas Industries, Inc.

